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1 Presidential column 
 
 
In Australia we are heading towards our Federal Budget in May, and it is already obvious 
how politics will influence the tax debate. Australia has seen numerous Tax Policy 
Reviews conducted in the last decade, although with little traction in terms of meaningful 
tax reform. Unfortunately, it seems that it is all too easy for politics and the negotiations 
to unduly influence tax reform. To what extent these reforms are based on thorough 
research and consideration is questionable at times. This can lead to mistakes of the past 
coming back. For example, the recent legislated small company tax rate has now another 
‘measure’ of small which is inconsistent with the 2006 reforms of having a universal 
definition of a ‘small business entity’. Also, to address the housing affordability problem 
early access to superannuation is being mooted again. 
I think it is important for us as tax researchers and teachers to try to ensure that we 
contribute to debate about potential tax reforms – as we need to ensure that we are a 
critical conscience of society, and that we share our knowledge and expertise. We can do 
this by critically discussing potential reforms with our students, and also with the wider 
community. 
 It is great to see the quality of tax research that is produced by our PhD students. Can I 
extend my warmest congratulations to Ann Kayis- Kumar, Melinda Jone and Alireza 
Salehifar who were recently awarded their PhDs! Well done – I am sure that you will 
celebrate this great milestone in your tax research careers. 
 
On behalf of the ATTA community, our thoughts and wishes to the family and friends of 
Tom Magney formerly with Allen Allen & Hemsley (now Allens) and the University of 
Sydney who recently passed away. 
 
Brett Freudenberg 
 
 
2 2018 ATTA Conference 
 
The 2018 ATTA conference will be hosted by Monash University (Melbourne) from 17th 
January to 19 January 2018. 
 
The theme of the 2018 ATTA Conference is "Sharing the Burden- Tax Reform's Shifting 
Winners and Losers" 
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The call for abstracts and registrations will be occurring later in 2017. 
 
For more information, please contact: 
• Ken Devos ken.devos@monash.edu    
• Diane Kraal diane.kraal@monash.edu or  
• Jon Teoh  jon.teoh@monash.edu 
 
 
 
3 Arrivals, departures and honours 
 
Congratulations to Ann Kayis- Kumar who has been awarded her PhD for her topic - 
Taxation of cross-border intercompany financing activities. Her UNSW Sydney 
supervisors were Professors Neil Warren and John Taylor. 
 

********** 
 
Congratulations to Melinda Jone who has been awarded her PhD for her topic - Tax 
dispute systems design: international comparisons and the development of guidance from 
a New Zealand perspective. Her University of Canterbury supervisors were Prof Adrian 
Sawyer and A/Prof Andrew Maples. 
 

********** 
 
Congratulations to Alireza Salehifar who has been awarded his PhD for his topic - 
Towards a more effective dispute settlement system in tax treaties. His University of 
Canterbury supervisors were Prof Adrian Sawyer and A/Prof Andrew Maples. 
 

********** 
 
Tom Magney 1931-2017. Tom was a well known figure in the tax profession and his 
outstanding career was recognised by life membership of the Taxation Institute. He was a 
consultant to Allen Allen and Hemsley where he was previously a senior tax partner. He 
was also a member of the Public Tax Rulings Panel that advised the Commissioner of 
Taxation and was the Australian representative to the International Tax Group. He taught 
for many years in the postgraduate programme for taxation, at the University of Sydney 
and the University of New South Wales and published widely in journals, books and 
seminar papers. 
 

********** 
 
John Passant is appearing on Saturday 22 April at this festival of love at Mt Keira in 
Wollongong with The Awesome, reading two or three of his poems with their 
accompaniment. The Awesome have also set three of his poems to song. On top of that 
they will be performing a few of their own originals. Check out the full LOVE 2017 
program and register at http://love2017.org/ 
John will also be with The Awesome and Chris Waals @ The Gasoline Pony in 
Marrickville on Saturday 29 April from 3 pm. Come along to hear their hot swing, cool 
jazz, funky folk, and intriguing instrumentals delivered straight from the heart, to yours.... 
There may also well be some poetry.   
 
 
 
4 Call for papers 
 
The Tax Research Network ‘TRN’ Annual Conference will be hosted by 
Bournemouth University from 4 – 6 September 2017. 
 
The call for papers has been extended to 30 April – in case some of your colleagues 
think they have missed the usual March deadline! 

http://love2017.org/
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It will be great to see more people from Australian universities and organisations! 
 
Please see the link (and feel free to alert any other colleagues or associates as you think 
appropriate) http://trn.taxsage.co.uk/conference-2/ 

 
*********** 

Journal of Australian Taxation 
 
The Journal of Australian Taxation is a peer reviewed scholarly journal publishing 
articles on all issues relating to taxation. 
 
Under new editors John McLaren (Charles Darwin University) and John Passant 
(Australian National University) the Journal will continue its broad scope. It will embrace 
discussions on any aspect of taxation from any jurisdiction. The new editors would like to 
acknowledge the former editorship of Keith Kendall and thank him for his excellent 
service to the Journal. 
 
From 2017 the Journal will be open source and available online. 
 
The editors are now calling for submissions. There is no deadline. Submissions will be 
received at any time during the year and once refereed and accepted the relevant article 
will be published online as part of the volume for that year. Any methodology is 
acceptable, including but not limited to legal, economic, accounting, critical, empirical 
and comparative approaches. 
 
Articles between 8,000 and 12,000 words are preferred and it is unlikely that submissions 
of less than 5,000 words would be accepted. They must be written in accordance with the 
latest edition of the Australian Guide to Legal Citation (a new edition will be available 
sometime in 2017). 
 
For more information or to make a submission contact John McLaren 
at john.mclaren@cdu.edu.au or John Passant at john.passant@anu.edu.au 
There are no fees or charges associated with submitting to or publishing in this journal. 
This is now an open access journal which means that all content is freely available 
without charge to the user or their institution. Users are allowed to read, download, copy, 
distribute, print, search, or link to the full texts of the articles, or use them for any other 
lawful purpose without asking prior permission from the publisher or the author. 
The journal is also available in a printed format if the author requires a printed copy for 
accreditation purposes. www.jaustax.com 
 

*********** 
 
The Australian Tax Law Bulletin (ATLB) is seeking contributions on current tax issues in 
practice in order to benefit legal and tax professionals, as well as tax administrators. It 
provides opinions and arguments on recent tax legislation (state and Commonwealth), tax 
administration, judicial issues and policy. The ATLB is classified “C” on the Australian 
Business Deans Council Journal Quality List. 
The ATLB publishes 10 editions a year, and is particularly interested in analysis of 
topical issues including new legislation, cases, rulings and other developments of interest 
to tax practitioners of all levels. Contributions to the ATLB should be between 1500 and 
3500 words.  
Contributions should be sent to Helen Hodgson at helen.hodgson@curtin.edu.au. 
 

*********** 
 

18th annual Global Environmental Tax Conference, which is being hosted by the 
James E Rogers Law School, University of Arizona, from September 28-29.  See the Call 
for Papers, via <https://law.arizona.edu/gcet18-call-papersabstracts> 
Deadline for abstracts:1 May 2017 at 11:59pm 

mailto:john.mclaren@cdu.edu.au
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*********** 

 
International Tax Law Review 
 
Ken Devos (Monash University) has joined the International Tax Law Review as their 
scientific correspondent for Australia.  Ken is seeking any interested ATTA members 
who may be interested in publishing work on international comparative tax law. Please 
contact Ken <ken.devos@monash.edu> 
 

*********** 
 

Austaxpolicy.com Blog hosted and edited by the Tax and Transfer Policy Institute.  
 
Please follow us on Twitter @Austaxpolicy or sign up to our fortnightly email newsletter.  
Our goal is to promote your research and contribute to informing public debate on tax law 
and policy: Please go to www.austaxpolicy.com to read articles and briefs, comment or 
send us a contribution! We are keen to build your contributions to the Blog and our wider 
audience so please consider publishing with us, based on your substantive research, 
recently published or in progress. If you like what you read, please distribute it among 
your networks and also circulate the Blog and this call for contributions to others who 
may be interested.  

****************** 
 
Tax and Transfer Policy Institute publication series: We look forward to your 
contributions! 
 
Working Paper series published by the Tax and Transfer Policy Institute, The ANU. 
 
We seek well prepared and substantial Working Papers to publish in our series, from all 
disciplines, both on the website and on SSRN (where they will be promoted in tax, public 
policy lists). Please send your contribution to tax.policy@anu.edu.au for review. 
 
Policy Brief series 
 
The TTPI Policy Brief series provides an accessible and rigorous explanation of tax issues 
or concepts for policy-makers, students, academics and interested members of the public. 
Policy Briefs will be published as a numbered report in PDF format and also as Brief on 
the Austaxpolicy.com blog. If you are interested in publishing a Policy Brief, please 
contact us at tax.policy@anu.edu.au , we look forward to hearing from you. 
 

****************** 
 
 
5 Law Council scholarships  
 
The Law Council is offering three scholarships of $5,000 to early-career lawyers for 
research papers in the field of business law (tax, competition, or corporations law). 
 
The scholarships are aimed at persons at a junior stage of their career (< 4 years) in 
Australia, whether it be as a research student, practising lawyer, academic or member of 
the public service or corporate sector.  
 
To apply lawyers will need to submit an unpublished paper of no more than 10,000 words 
on a topic of relevance to the chosen scholarship field by 31 July 2017. 
 
See: http://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/lawcouncil/about-the-law-council-of-australia?id=21 
 
 
 

mailto:tax.policy@anu.edu.au
mailto:tax.policy@anu.edu.au
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6 New Zealand developments  
 
There are a few minor tax changes in New Zealand to report this month.  In brief: 

• The Taxation (Business Tax, Exchange of Information, and Remedial Matters) Act 2017 
received Royal assent on 21 February 2017.  This will bring some changes from the 2017-18 
year, including: allowing some close companies to use the motor vehicle expenditure rules, 
rather than paying FBT on motor vehicle benefits provided to shareholder-employees; 
introducing a simplified method of deductions for dual use vehicles and premises; increasing 
the PAYE threshold for annual and income year FBT return filing from $500,000 to $1 
million; and making the 63-day rule for employee remuneration voluntary.   

• A special report has been released, providing details on changes to the foreign trust disclosure 
rules introduced by the Act mentioned above.  The report may be found 
here: http://taxpolicy.ird.govt.nz/publications/2017-sr-foreign-trusts/overview. 

• The Taxation (Annual Rates for 2017-18, Employment and Investment Income and Remedial 
Matters) Bill was introduced into Parliament on 6th April.  One of the main components of the 
Bill are new rules to ensure the tax treatment of employee share schemes is consistent with 
other forms of employment income, including allowing a deduction for the employer.  

• The release of IS 17/01 – Income Tax – deductibility of feasibility expenditure, which updates 
and replaces IS 08/02 – Deductibility of feasibility expenditure.  This takes into account the 
recent Supreme Court decision in Trustpower Ltd v CIR [2016] NZSC 91.  

• On 29th March the Inland Revenue called for submissions on jurisdictions that should not be 
included on New Zealand’s list of reportable jurisdictions.  New Zealand is required to publish 
the jurisdictions that Inland Revenue will exchange Common Reporting Standard information 
with.  This obligation commences on 1st July 2017.   

 
Lisa Marriott 
 
 
7 ATTA people in the media  
 
Martin, Fiona 
ABC Adelaide Radio about her research into tax deductibility of donations. 
The podcast is here at 2’14’ etc 
http://www.abc.net.au/radio/adelaide/programs/afternoons/afternoons/8338022 
 
 
8 Recent Australian tax cases 
 
The following cases are from the last month of Australian cases on tax and related 
matters, with the catchwords taken from the ATO <http://www.ato.gov.au>, AustLII 
<http://www.austlii.edu.au>, Federal Court <http://www.fedcourt.gov.au>, Victorian Bar 
Tax Bar Association <https://www.vicbar.com.au/bar-associations/tax/news>, NSW 
CaseLaw <http://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au> websites and BarNet Jade alerts.  
 
Federal Court of Australia 
 
Thomas v Commissioner of Taxation [2017] FCAFC 57, Dowsett, Perram And Pagone JJ 
- 12 Apr 2017    
Taxation – franking credits – consideration of the construction and operation of Division 
207 (‘Effect of receiving a franked distribution”) of Part 3-6 ('The Imputation System') of 
the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 (Cth) – whether trust resolutions effective to 
achieve franking credit distributions to beneficiaries of trust – share of franking credit 
distributions notionally allocated to beneficiaries of trust. 
 
Binqld Finances Pty Ltd (In Liq) v Tamarama Fresh Juices Australia Pty Limited; In the 
Matter of Binqld Finances Pty Ltd (In Liq) [2017] FCA 358, Foster J - 31 Mar 2017    
Taxation – whether, upon the true construction of s 355-75 of the Taxation 
Administration Act 1953 (Cth) and in the events which have happened, the Commissioner 
of Taxation for the Commonwealth can be compelled to answer a subpoena for 
production calling for documents which contain protected information because the 

http://taxpolicy.ird.govt.nz/publications/2017-sr-foreign-trusts/overview
http://www.ato.gov.au/
https://www.vicbar.com.au/bar-associations/tax/news
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disclosure of such documents is necessary for the purpose of carrying into effect the 
provisions of a taxation law within the meaning of the exception provided for in s 355-75. 
 
Waters v Commonwealth of Australia (Australian Taxation Office) [2017] FCA 312, 
Griffiths, J - 27 Mar 2017    
Practice and procedure – application for recusal on the ground of apprehended bias – 
application dismissed with costs – application for variation of security for costs order – 
whether material changes of circumstances since the security for costs order was made – 
application dismissed with costs – application to disqualify respondent from filing any 
further interlocutory application in the proceeding – application dismissed with costs – 
application by respondent for substantive proceeding to be dismissed for failure to 
comply with order for payment of security for costs – self-executing order made. 
 
Comptroller-General of Customs v Sulo MGB Australia Pty Ltd [2017] FCA 315, 
Moshinsky J - 27 Mar 2017    
Taxation – customs and excise – tariff classification – plastic wheels for mobile garbage 
bins (commonly known as wheelie bins) – whether Tribunal erred in classifying wheels as 
parts of "other vehicles, not mechanically propelled" – whether Tribunal erred by not 
considering other possible classifications of wheelie bins – whether Tribunal erred in 
construction of "other vehicles, not mechanically propelled". 
 
Sandini Pty Ltd v Commissioner of Taxation [2017] FCA 287,   
McKerracher J - 22 Mar 2017    
Income tax – capital gains tax – roll over relief – whether a family court order transferring 
shares to a family trust may in some circumstances attract roll over relief pursuant to 
subdiv 126-A of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 (Cth) ('ITAA') – whether s 126-
15(1) of the ITAA extends to transfers to companies or trusts associated with a spouse or 
former spouse – whether transferee must be an individual for the purposes of ss 126-5 and 
126-15 of the ITAA - whether change in beneficial ownership constitutes a change in 
ownership for the purposes of s 104-10(2) of the ITAA – disposal of ownership by 
operation of law - whether the making of a family court order constituted a CGT event A1 
– whether steps taken in furtherance of a family court order constituted the appropriation 
of shares pursuant to that order - whether there was a change in ownership by reason of 
constructive receipt of shares - whether there was a change in ownership by reason of s 
103-10 of the ITAA - whether a spouse or former spouse’s involvement in the change of 
ownership is sufficient to enliven ss 126-5 and 126-15 of the ITAA 
Administrative law – jurisdiction – whether the court has jurisdiction to grant declaratory 
relief pursuant to s 39B(1A) of the Judiciary Act 1903 (Cth) – whether there is a genuine 
controversy between the parties that is susceptible to judicial determination – whether 
declaratory relief is available when a tax assessment is yet to be issued – whether Court 
should exercise its discretion to grant declaratory relief  
Trusts and trustees - shares held on trust – certainty of trust property - whether possible to 
have trust of a certain number of shares out of a larger parcel of shares. Click here 
 
Commissioner of Taxation v Normandy Finance and Investments Asia Pty Ltd (No 2) 
[2017] FCAFC 46, Logan, Jagot and Davies JJ - 21 Mar 2017   
Costs – apportionment of costs of appeal – costs below remitted. 
 
Commissioner of Taxation v Normandy Finance and Investments Asia Pty Ltd (No 2) 
[2017] FCAFC 46, Logan, Jagot And Davies JJ - 21 March 2017  
Costs– apportionment of costs of appeal – costs below remitted 
 
New South Wales Supreme Court 
 
Tay v Chief Commissioner of State Revenue [2017] NSWSC 338, White J - 6 Apr 2017    
Revenue and taxes – Duties Act 1997 (NSW) ss 63 and 163A – Will contained trust for 
sale and for distribution of cash to residuary beneficiaries – Transfer of shares in 
landholder from deceased estate to residuary beneficiary in partial satisfaction of bequest 
– Transfer made with agreement of all residuary beneficiaries as part of family agreement 
under which shares in three companies were transferred to three beneficiaries – Whether 
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agreement was an agreement to vary the trusts of the will (s 63(2)) – Whether an 
appropriation as referred to in s 46 of the Trustee Act 1925 (NSW) (s 63(1)(a)(iii)) – 
Whether acquisition of interest in landholder company exempt under s 163A(d) as being 
solely the result of the distribution of deceased's estate. 
 
Ralston v Jurisich [2017] NSWCA 63, Ward JA; Emmett AJA; McDougall J - 03 April 
2017   
Professional negligence – where client suing former solicitors – where client incurred 
significant income tax liability after realising shares in a company – failure to advise – 
whether the respondent had proved factual causation – how factual causation is to be 
proved – whether primary judge erred in his implicit findings as to the loss caused by the 
breach – Appeals – principles of appellate review – function of appellate court in relation 
to fact finding at trial 
 
South Australia Supreme Court 
 
Pullman v Australian Taxation Office [2017] SASC 44, Kelly J - 31 Mar 2017    
Criminal law - appeal and new trial - appeal against sentence - grounds for interference - 
sentence manifestly excessive or inadequate 
Criminal law - appeal and new trial - interference with discretion or finding of judge 
Taxes and duties - income tax and related legislation - income - generally 
Taxes and duties - income tax and related legislation - returns and assessments - returns 
and requirement to lodge. 
 
 
Victoria Supreme Court 
 
Danvest Pty Ltd v Commissioner of State Revenue [2017] VSC 125, Croft J - 31 Mar 
2017    
Duties – Transfer of dutiable property – Whether transfer of interests in partnership a 
"transfer of dutiable property" – Nature of interest of a partner in partnership property – 
Duties Act 2000, ss 3, 7 and 10 
 
Secure Parking Pty Ltd v Commissioner of State Revenue [2017] VSCA 68, Maxwell P, 
Tate and Whelan JJA - 30 Mar 2017    
Taxation – Congestion levy – Levy imposed on each "leviable parking space" – Whether 
blocked off parking spaces attract levy – Whether parking spaces "set aside" for parking – 
Distinction between "set aside" and "use" – Space may be "set aside" for parking whether 
or not it is in use – Purpose of person undertaking action – Intention that spaces remain 
available for use if required – Appeals dismissed – Congestion Levy Act 2005 ss 3, 8.  
Words and phrases – "Set aside", "use", "is used". 
 
Frontlink Pty Ltd v Commissioner of State Revenue [2017] VSC 121, Kennedy J - 27 Mar 
2017    
Taxation – Decision of VCAT – Application to appeal on questions of law – 
Determination by Commissioner on objection that exemption for primary production 
allowed in part – Decision by VCAT to vary Commissioner’s determination so that no 
part of land entitled to exemption – whether jurisdiction to make decision in 
circumstances where taxpayer no longer dissatisfied with Commissioner’s determination 
– onus of proof – whether any other errors of law – Land Tax Act 2005 (Vic) ss 65, 66, 
68 - Taxation Administration Act 1997 (Vic) Part 10 – Victorian Civil and Administrative 
Tribunal Act 1998 (Vic) s 148. 
 
Lotus Projects Pty Ltd v Commissioner of State Revenue [2017] VSC 63, Croft J - 20 Mar 
2017 
Land tax – Exemption – Land leased for outdoor sporting, outdoor recreational or similar 
outdoor activities available for use by members of the public where the proceeds of 
leasing are applied exclusively for charitable purposes – Land leased for public golf 
course – Meaning of "Land" for the purposes of exempting provisions – Land Tax Act 
2005, s 71  
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Words and phrases – Meaning of "Land" under the Land Tax Act 2005. 
 
Western Australia Supreme Court 
 
Nugawela v Deputy Commissioner of Taxation [No 2] [2017] WASCA 66, Newnes JA - 
06 April 2017   
Stay application - Pending application for special leave to appeal - Turns on own facts 
 
Colin Fong 
 
 
9 Tax and related meetings 
 
Local 
 
Behavioural Economics, Nudging and Improving Tax Compliance, Associate 
Professor Simon James, Exeter University, 30 June 2017, UNSW – room TBA, 12.30-
2.00pm. RSVP: f.martin@unsw.edu.au for catering purposes as a light lunch will be 
provided. 
Abstract: This paper examines the contributions behavioural economics in general and 
‘nudging’ in particular can make to improving compliance with tax systems. Two broad 
approaches to promoting tax compliance are identified, one based on the assumption that 
taxpayers make ‘rational’ economic decisions with respect to their legal obligations and 
the other involving an understanding of a wider range of factors influencing taxpayers’ 
behaviour. It is shown that behavioural insights and ‘nudging’ have considerable potential 
to improve tax compliance further without some of the disadvantages that can be 
associated with an approach based on detection and penalties. 
 
The 8th Queensland Tax Researchers’ Symposium (QTRS). The Accounting for 
Social Change research group at the QUT Business School will host the 8th Queensland 
Tax Researchers Symposium on Monday, 3 July 2017.  The event will be held from 8.30 
am to 5 pm at the QUT Gardens Point Campus.  Registration is open to academics with a 
research interest in tax, as well as research higher degree students who are currently 
undertaking an honours, Masters or PhD dissertation in a tax related topic.  While 
registration is free, numbers are limited to 30 participants and those wishing to attend 
should register their interest as soon as possible to avoid disappointment (at least by 
Friday 3 May 2017). Advice as to accommodation options will be provided on 
registration if requested. General enquiries about both the QTRS (including paper 
submissions and registration) should be directed to: 
Professor Kerrie Sadiq <Kerrie.sadiq@qut.edu.au>  
 
ALTA (Australasian Law Teachers Associaton) Conference, University of South 
Australia from 5-8 July 2017, on the theme of “Law on the Line”. The Call for Papers is 
now open, and registration was available from Monday 16th January. I would encourage 
all members of the Revenue Law Interest Group to attend – the Group has been very 
active in recent years, and will hopefully continue to grow. If you have any queries, 
please contact me by email or phone (0409.778.318). Robin Woellner 
<robin.woellner@jcu.edu.au> Convenor, ALTA Revenue Law Interest Group 
 
 
The 2018 ATTA conference will be hosted by Monash University (Melbourne) from 17th 
January to 19 January 2018. 
The theme of the 2018 ATTA Conference is "Sharing the Burden- Tax Reform's Shifting 
Winners and Losers" 
The call for abstracts and registrations will be occurring later in 2017. 
For more information, please contact: 
• Ken Devos ken.devos@monash.edu    
• Diane Kraal diane.kraal@monash.edu or  
• Jon Teoh  jon.teoh@monash.edu 
 

mailto:Kerrie.sadiq@qut.edu.au
mailto:jon.teoh@monash.edu
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The Tax Institute’s website www.taxinstitute.com.au lists many conferences, 
conventions, seminars, and breakfast clubs. For further enquiries, contact Phillipa 
Cardigan (02) 8223 0045 or email phillipacardigan@taxinstitute.com.au or register online 
at www.taxinstitute.com.au  
Call the National Events team on 1300 733 842 for more details. 
Please contact the National Events Team on 1300 733 842 or by email, 
nationalevents@taxinstitute.com.au Follow us on Twitter @TaxInstituteOz.  
Danielle Thurston, Event and Member Services Executive The Tax Institute Phone: 02 
8223 0000; Direct: 02 8223 0014 Fax: 02 8223 0077 
daniellethurston@taxinstitute.com.au 
 
Overseas 
 
American Accounting Association Calls for paper 
website http://aaahq.org/calls/default.cfm  
 
Canadian Tax Foundation http://www.ctf.ca/ctfweb/en 
 
Tax Administration Research Centre A partnership between the University of Exeter and the 
Institute for Fiscal Studies, funded by the ESRC, HMRC, and HMT. The 5th Annual TARC 
Workshop, Wednesday 26th & Thursday 27th April 2017. The Tax Administration Research Centre 
(http://tarc.exeter.ac.uk) undertakes research on tax administration in order to strengthen the theoretical 
and empirical understanding of tax policy and its practical operation. The 5th Annual TARC workshop 
will be held at the University of Exeter on April 26 and 27, 2017.  
 
Institute for Fiscal Studies Conferences and 
seminars http://www1.ifs.org.uk/conferences/index.shtml  
 
Institute for Austrian and International Tax Law 2017 events: 
The topics of the seminar sessions and other events can always be found at 
www.wu.ac.at/taxlaw. Please see the website for most up-to-date information on them. 
• Tax Treaty Case Law Around the Globe conference 27-29 April 2017  
• CEE Vienna International Tax Law Summer School 2017 - July 10 – 14, 2017 
 
18th annual Global Environmental Tax Conference, which is being hosted by the 
James E Rogers Law School, University of Arizona, from 28-29 September 2017  
<https://law.arizona.edu/gcet18-call-papersabstracts> 
 
International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation. Various courses in Amsterdam, the 
Netherlands or in Malaysia or elsewhere. For details, see http://www.ibfd.org The IBFD 
International Tax Academy (ITA) runs an extensive international course program. 
Generally all courses are held in Amsterdam. Should you require any further information 
or wish to register please refer to their web site www.ibfd.org or contact the International 
Tax Academy at +31-20-554 0160 or by e-mail ita@ibfd.org  
For courses go to http://www.ibfd.org/Training 
IBFD International Tax Courses - A selection of related courses in 2017 
International Tax Structuring for Real Estate and Immovable Property Investments 
7-9 June 2017 
Current Issues in International Tax Planning 14-16 June 2017, Amsterdam  
Management of Tax Rulings, APAs and Mutual Agreement Procedures 21-23 June 2017 
International Tax Aspects of Permanent Establishments 5-8 September 2017, Amsterdam 
Substance in International Tax Planning 11-13 September 2017, Singapore 
BEPS Country Implementation 19-20 October 2017, Amsterdam 
 International Tax Aspects of Corporate Tax Planning 22-24 November 2017, Amsterdam 
For entire course portfolio, see <http://www.ibfd.org/Training/Find-
course?utm_source=course-promo-
april&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=ITA0520-04-2015&utm_content=Course-
finder> 
See also http://www.ibfd.org/Training/Find-course 

http://aaahq.org/calls/default.cfm
http://www1.ifs.org.uk/conferences/index.shtml
http://www.ibfd.org/
http://www.ibfd.org/
mailto:ita@ibfd.org
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International Fiscal Association Congresses http://www.ifa.nl/pages/default.aspx 
2017 Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 27 August – 1 September <www.ifa2017rio.com.br> 
Subject 1: Assessing BEPS: Origins, Standards, and Responses 
Subject 2: The future of transfer pricing 
2018 Seoul, Korea, Rep of, 2 September – 6 September < www.ifaseoul2018.com> 
Subject 1: Seeking anti-avoidance measures of general nature and scope -GAAR and 
other rules: Do we need them, and what should they be like? 
Subject 2: Withholding tax+ 
2019 London, United Kingdom, 8 September- 13 September 
 
International Atlantic Economic Society (IAES) conference www.iaes.org for more 
information. Prof Dr M. Peter van der Hoek Academy of Economic Studies, Bucharest, 
Romania and Erasmus University, Rotterdam, Netherlands. Mailing address: Erasmus 
University (L 7-20) P.O. Box 1738 NL-3000 DR Rotterdam Netherlands Phone/Fax: +31-
10-4081622 E-mail: vanderHoek@frg.eur.nl  
 
International Tax Planning Association Forthcoming 
meetings http://www.itpa.org/meetings.html 
 
The African Tax Symposium Ghana. 10-12 May 2017, Labadi Beach Hotel, Accra, 
Ghana. Our 3rd annual IBFD Africa Tax Symposium, Trends in International Taxation: 
An African Perspective, will focus on Africa and the post-BEPS landscape. As always, 
the Symposium will present a sharp and insightful perspective on current issues in 
African taxation. Contribution fee: USD 220 / EUR 200 < https://www.ibfd.org/IBFD-
Tax-Portal/Events/3rd-IBFD-Africa-Tax-Symposium?utm_source=Event-newsletter-
2017&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=EV21-02-
2017&utm_term=&utm_content=Events/3rd-IBFD-Africa-Tax-Symposium> 
 
6th Annual International Conference on Law, Regulations and Public Policy 
LRPP 2017 www.law-conference.org   |   secretariat@law-conference.org 
5th - 6th June 2017, Singapore 
Important dates  
Early Bird Registration Deadline: 21st April 2017 
Late Registration Deadline: 5th May 2017 
Conference Dates: 5th - 6th June 2017 
Conference highlights 
- Workshop on The Climate Future of Law. How will Climate Change Affect the Future 
Development of the Cognate Areas of Law, Specifically the Law of Property, Contract 
and Tort by Prof. Paul Babie, The University of Adelaide, Australia. 
- Keynote Addresses 
Prof. Paul Babie, Professor of Law, Associate Dean (Research), Faculty of the 
Professions, Associate Dean of Law (Research), Adelaide Law School (ALS), The 
University of Adelaide, Australia - The Climate Future of Property Law 
Prof. Gabriel Moens, Professor of Law, Curtin Law School, Australia - Improving Public 
Health through Behavioural Rules: A Legitimate Legislative Project of a Nany State or a 
Nudge State? 
Prof. Kevin Kwok Yin Cheng, Faculty of Law, The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
Assoc. Prof. Zhen Charles Qu, School of Law, City University of Hong Kong - Towards a 
More Efficacious Corporate Security Contract Regime for China 
- LRPP 2017 Conference Proceedings: Print ISSN: 2251-1679, E-Periodical ISSN: 2251-
1687 will be published and submitted to several indexing partners. 
- Journal: All authors who present their papers at the conference will be invited to submit 
an extended version of their research paper for the GSTF Journal of Law and Social 
Sciences (JLSS) (Print ISSN: 2251-2853, E-periodical: 2251-2861). All submitted papers 
will go through blind review process for acceptance. 
- Best Paper Awards and Best Student Paper Awards will be conferred at the conference 
(in order to qualify for the award, the paper must be presented at the conference). 
- LRPP 2017 will also constitute a Special Panel Session. 

http://www.iaes.org/
mailto:vanderHoek@frg.eur.nl
http://www.itpa.org/meetings.html
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- Panel Proposals are invited for submission. A minimum of three papers centering on a 
specific topic will be accepted for submission under Panel Category. 
 
Tax Research Network Conference, 4-6 September 2017, Bournemouth University, 
United Kingdom. The primary contact would be Dr Phyllis Alexander, of the organising 
team at Bournemouth University (palexander@bournemouth.ac.uk) - and people could 
also get in touch with TRN President (Jane.Frecknall-Hughes@nottingham.ac.uk) 
 
Other useful tax and law related conference websites include the  
International Bar Association: 
http://www.ibanet.org/Conferences/conferences_home.aspx  
IBFD Course calendar 
http://www.ibfd.org/portal/app?bookmarkablePage=org.ibfd.portal.presentation.TaxCours
es  
International Events and Law Conferences 
http://internationaleventsandlawconferences.yolasite.com 
Conferences in Australia http://www.conferencealerts.com/country-
listing.php?page=1&ipp=All&country=Australia 
New South Wales Bar 
Association http://www.nswbar.asn.au/docs/professional/prof_dev/CPD/programme/inde
x.php  
Law Council of 
Australia http://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/lawcouncil/index.php/conferences 
Practising Law Institute http://www.pli.edu/ 
New York County Lawyers Association http://www.nycla.org  
American Bar Association Taxation CLE topics 
http://www.americanbar.org/cle/cle_courses_by_topic/taxation.html  
New York Bar Association http://www.nysba.org/  
Hieros Gamos Worldwide Law Events Calendar http://www.hg.org/legal-events.asp 
For Australian ones http://www.hg.org/legal-events-australia.asp 
For social sciences and humanities conferences, meetings etc, see Mind: The Meetings 
Index http://www.interdok.com/mind  
See also the magazine Australian Conference & Exhibition Diary, Vamosi Information 
Publication.  
  
 
10 Recent publications 
 
Bold indicates ATTA members. Readers are encouraged to notify the Editor of recently 
written publications for notification, in these pages. Please note some of the overseas 
publications listed may not yet be available locally.  
 
Local 
 
Austaxpolicy: The Tax and Transfer Policy Blog <http://www.austaxpolicy.com> Recent 
postings include: 
The Use of the Survey Instrument in a Legislative Budget Office Context -  Usman W 
Chohan, 18 April 2017 
Will Cars Go Green Under the ACT’s Reformed Vehicle Purchase Tax? Anna 
Mortimore, 3 April 2017 
Is Treasury Still Too Optimistic About Revenue? Geoff Kingston and Lance Fisher, 27 
March 2017 
Basic Welfare: Can We Stop Defending Labour? Jonathan Barrett, 23 March 2017 
Improving Budget Processes in the Pacific: Research from Fiji - Usman W Chohan 20 
March 2017 
  
(2017) 4 (1) Australian Tax Law Bulletin 
General Editor’s introduction - Helen Hodgson  
Forming an opinion of “fraud or evasion” — is this the Commissioner’s unchallengeable 
right to an unlimited amendment period? Murray Shume  

http://www.ibanet.org/Conferences/conferences_home.aspx
http://www.nswbar.asn.au/docs/professional/prof_dev/CPD/programme/index.php
http://www.nswbar.asn.au/docs/professional/prof_dev/CPD/programme/index.php
http://www.lawcouncil.asn.au/lawcouncil/index.php/conferences
http://www.pli.edu/
http://www.nycla.org/
http://www.nysba.org/
http://www.interdok.com/mind
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Wine tax reform needed to unwrap red tape strangling struggling industry - Paul Kenny  
Commissioner of Taxation v Vasiliades: the developing policy of appeasement of 
taxpayer’s constitutional rights in Australia: this round — security for costs orders against 
taxpayers - John W Fickling  
 
Denniss, Richard The impact of penalty rate cuts on personal tax revenue and welfare, 
Report, Canberra, The Australia Institute, 27 March 2017. 
<http://www.tai.org.au/sites/defualt/files/The%20Impact%20of%20Penalty%20Rate%20
Cuts%20on%20Personal%20Tax%20Revenue%20and%20Welfare%20-%20FINAL%20-
%20TAI%20March%202017.pdf > This paper estimates that reduced income tax 
collection from lower wages as well as greater welfare assistance for low income earners 
is likely to cost the budget bottom line $650 million over 4 years. 
 
Di Lieto, Giovanni Di ‘Rising imports make the case for Trump’s border adjustment tax 
in Australia’ The Conversation 27 March 2017 <https://theconversation.com/rising-
imports-make-the-case-for-trumps-border-adjustment-tax-in-australia-74916> 
 
Disney, Julian ‘In search of tax reform’, in: Durbach, Andrea; Edgeworth, Brendan & 
Sentas, Vicki (ed) Law and poverty in Australia: 40 years after the Poverty Commission, 
Leichhardt, Federation Press, 2017 
 
Doucouliagos, Chris ‘It’s harder for governments to tax their way out of rising inequality’ 
The Conversation 23 March 2017 <https://theconversation.com/its-harder-for-
governments-to-tax-their-way-out-of-rising-inequality-74758> 
 
Govendir, Brett & Lanis, Roman ‘The government’s company tax cut win a triumph of 
politics over economics’ The Conversation 3 April 2017  
<https://theconversation.com/the-governments-company-tax-cut-win-a-triumph-of-
politics-over-economics-75464> 
Henderson, Jenni & Nicholas, Josh ‘Expert panel: ATO data shows inequality is in 
everything from super to the property market’ The Conversation 13 April 2017  
<https://theconversation.com/expert-panel-ato-data-shows-inequality-is-in-everything-
from-super-to-the-property-market-76213> 
 
Hirono, Katie & Smith, Katherine ‘Tobacco tax hikes are great, so long as you’re not a 
poor smoker’ The Conversation 11 April 2017 <https://theconversation.com/tobacco-tax-
hikes-are-great-so-long-as-youre-not-a-poor-smoker-75211> 
 
Martin, Fiona ‘Explainer: why are donations to some charities tax-deductible?’ The 
Conversation 15 March 2017 <https://theconversation.com/explainer-why-are-donations-
to-some-charities-tax-deductible-72968#comment_1239283> 
 
Minifie, Jim & Chisholm, Cameron ‘Myth busting claims on the impact of the company 
tax cut’ The Conversation 29 March 2017 <https://theconversation.com/myth-busting-
claims-on-the-impact-of-the-company-tax-cut-75226> 
 
Passant, John, ‘Should the Commissioner of Taxation, Chris Jordan, resign?’ 
Independent Australia 21 March 2017 https://independentaustralia.net/life/life-
display/should-the-commissioner-of-taxation-resign,10129 
 
Probyn, Andrew ‘Just how uncompetitive is Australia's tax system?’ ABC 7:30 Analysis 
7 April 2016 <http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-04-07/just-how-uncompetitive-is-
australias-tax-system/8425654> 
 
(2017) 105 Taxation Today – (May) 
• What is a “Regular Pattern” of Acquiring or Erecting and Then Disposing of Your Own 
Home, and Why Does It Matter? – Pam Davidson 
• Defining a Small Business in Australian and New Zealand Taxation: Less is More – 
Paul Kenny 
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Yanotti, Maria ‘Capital gains tax concession is too generous: economists poll’ The 
Conversation 24 March 2017 <https://theconversation.com/capital-gains-tax-concession-
is-too-generous-economists-poll-75060 
 
 
Overseas 
 
Bulletin for International Taxation Number 3/4 - 2017  
Tax treaty monitor - International/OECD/United Nations - The UN Committee of Experts 
and the UN Model: Recent Developments - Brian J Arnold 
Uruguay/OECD/United Nations - Uruguay’s Treaty Policy - Rodrigo Barrios Correa 
International/OECD - Taxation of Remuneration from Employment aboard a Ship or 
Aircraft Operated in International Traffic: Interpretation Issues under Article 15(3) of the 
OECD Model - Luc De Broe and Joris Luts  
 Japan/OECD - An Analysis of the Rules on the Taxation of Investment Income under 
Japan’s Tax Treaties - Hiroyuki Kimura 
International/OECD/United Nations - How “Limited” Is Limited Force of Attraction? An 
Analysis of the Relevant Case Law and the Potential Implications of the OECD/G20 
BEPS Initiative - Suhas Sagar  
International/OECD - The Effect of the OECD/G20 BEPS Initiative on the Attribution of 
Profits to Permanent Establishments: The Special Case of Agency Permanent 
Establishments - Dinis Tracana 
Belgium/Netherlands/International/OECD - What Is the Scope of the Concept of 
“Income” in Article 16 of the OECD Model? Andy Cools 
European Union/OECD - The Changing Contours of Dispute Resolution in the 
International Tax World: Comparing the OECD Multilateral Instrument and the Proposed 
EU Arbitration Directive - Sriram Govind and Laura Turcan  
International/OECD - The Multilateral Instrument from a Legal Perspective: What May 
Be the Challenges? Johann Hattingh  
International/OECD - Action 6 of the OECD/BEPS Initiative: The Effect on Holding 
Companies - Radhika Karadkar  
International/OECD - Guidance on the Application of the Principal Purpose Test in Tax 
Treaties - Valentyn Kolosov 
Tax treaty case law monitor - International/OECD - The “Other Income” Article in Tax 
Treaties as Interpreted by the Courts: A Case Law Analysis - Eduardo Orellana Polo 
International/OECD - Analysis of the Case Law on the Scope of Article 17 of the OECD 
Model: Issues Resolved and Yet to Be Resolved - Luis Alberto Romero Topete 
 
Cobham, Alex & Janský, Petr Global distribution of revenue loss from tax avoidance: re-
estimation and country results, Working paper, United Nations University World Institute 
for Development Economics Research, 22 March 2017  
<https://www.wider.unu.edu/sites/default/files/wp2017-55.pdf> 
  
Global Taxation March 2017 
GAAR 
GAARs and The Nexus Between Statutory Interpretation and Legislative Drafting: 
Lessons for the U.S. from Canada - Reuven S. Avi-Yonah & Amir Pichhadze 
In the Shadow of the Duke - Julie Cassidy 
Tax Avoidance - JAAR, SAAR and GAAR - R P Garg 
GAAR –A Survey and its Likely Abuse - D. P. Mittal 
GAAR – From Yesterday… till Tomorrow - Paresh Parekh, Mansi Agarwal & Ankur 
Shah 
India 
Benchmarking of Financial transactions in Indian context - Interest on loans and 
receivables - Jasdeep Singh 
Transfer Pricing Aspects of Intangibles and Royalty in a Post BEPS World  
Sanjay Kumar, Vani Arora & Saurabh Majumdar 
BEPS 
Catching the BEPS pulse – March 2017 - Paresh Parekh & Priya Bubna 
Book Review 
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Information Exchange and Tax Transparency  
World News  
Landmark Decisions 
 
Jiang, Yuesheng & Ho, Khoonming (ed) A New dawn for the international tax system: 
evolution from past to future and what role will China play? Amsterdam, International 
Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, 2017  
 
 
11 Quotable quotes 
 
“Progressive taxation was the great tax innovation of the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries: Denmark was the first to do it in 1870 and France was one of the last, 
in 1914. The United States adopted it in 1913. By 1940 every developed country had a 
top marginal rate of more than 50 per cent, and Britain was at 97 per cent, the US briefly 
at 95. 
 
Taxing rich people at a higher rate than the less rich not only raised enough money to 
finance two very expensive wars, it was the main engine for the big decline in inequality 
that took place in the first half of the 20th century. 
 
Equally the huge cuts in top marginal tax rates in the 1970s and 1980s, led by Reagan’s 
America and Thatcher’s Britain, were largely responsible for the big rise in inequality 
that’s happened since then. 
 
But we’re talking about personal income tax. Progressive company tax is absurd. 
 
That’s because the turnover of businesses over about $1 million bears no relationship to 
the income or wealth of its owners. 
…  
It’s true that, according to the US Tax Foundation, the global average company tax has 
come down from 30 to 22.5 per cent since 2003, but the more relevant weighted average 
is still at 29.5 per cent. 
 
The lowest company tax rates are Kyrgyzstan (10 per cent), Turkmenistan (8) and 
Uzbekistan (7.5) but that doesn’t seem to have to led to much in the way of jobs and 
growth in those places. 
 
Maybe there’s more to it than tax.” 
 
Source: Kohler, Alan ‘Absurdity of tax cuts’ online as ‘there’s more to it than tax’, The 
Australian 4 April 2017 <http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/opinion/alan-
kohler/alan-kohler-theres-more-to-it-than-tax/news-
story/26e7b0730cb4171fa86ed0ab54054c69> 
 

************* 
 
“Federal Treasurer Scott Morrison has declined to detail the economic modelling of his 
Government's company tax cuts because he says it does not matter to people in the pub. 
 
When pressed, Scott Morrison and his office could not provide any economic modelling 
for the package that passed the Senate on Friday. 
 
"If you go down to the pub and talk to small business people, they're not talking about 
econometric models," he said. 
 
"The Government doesn't need to be convinced about the need to give small and medium-
sized businesses a tax cut. 
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"The Turnbull Government knows how business works, we focus on the things we know 
make a difference because of our life experience and our background in business."” 
 
Source: McGhee, Ashlynne ‘Scott Morrison refuses to provide economic modelling for 
Government's company tax cuts’ ABC News 4 April 2017  
<http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-04-04/scott-morrison-refuses-provide-economic-
modelling-company-tax/8414338> 
 

************* 
 
The following was supplied by Chris Wallis. 
 
Tax is truly a wonderful area. 
Alice in Wonderland stuff. 
While researching the consideration by other courts of the principles set out in Wei Wei v 
Minister of Immigration and Border Protection and how those principles might apply or 
be extended to establish jurisdictional error in the formation by the Commissioner of 
fraud and / or evasion opinions under Item 5 of section 170(1) I came across AXD15 v 
Minister for Immigration and Border Protection [2016] FCCA 1006 and in particular at 
“[42] the following from Judge Smith   
Second ground: No evidence 
40. This ground is expressed as follows: 
o There was no evidence or other material to justify the making of the series of adverse 
credibility findings by the second respondent, which rejected out of hand, the applicant’s 
claims on the basis of credibility or the second respondent relied on facts, which did not 
exist. 
41. However, the particulars make it plain that the real gist of the ground is, as explained 
above, that the Tribunal could not find that the applicant was not a homosexual because it 
accepted that he had had sex with men. 
42. There are, as I have said, many difficulties with the ground. It suffices to deal with the 
most obvious one. The difficulty is exposed by stating the underlying premise: all men 
who have sex with other men are homosexuals. It goes without saying that the applicant 
did not rely on any evidence to establish the truth of that premise. Rather, his counsel 
stated the proposition as though it were axiomatic. It is not. In truth, sexuality and sexual 
activity are two different things. Western literature alone reveals that people engage in 
sex with other people beings or objects for any number of reasons: money, power, 
obligation, expectation, procreation, advantage, attraction, experimentation, compulsion, 
enjoyment and boredom to name a few possibilities (not all exclusive of each other). A 
person’s sexuality is neither confined to nor defined by the particular acts of sex in which 
a person engages. Thus, on the applicant’s own case, he had sex with a woman (his wife) 
even though he was homosexual. That did not mean that he was heterosexual or bi-sexual. 
He may have had no particular sexual identity at all, or he may have been pansexual. 
43. Once this is understood, it is clear that the applicant’s argument is based on a false 
premise and must fail. The second ground is rejected.” 
 

************* 
 
The following was supplied by Rick Krever. 
 
“It might be relevant if Mr. Pomerleau were to claim to not be a human being, since in 
Joly v Pelletier, 1999 CarswellOnt 1587 (Ont SCJ), Epstein J struck out a lawsuit by a 
self-identified Martian who sued to expose a conspiracy to conceal his non-human status 
on the basis that Martians are not humans, and therefore cannot be a person who has 
standing to conduct a lawsuit in Canada. With respect to Justice Epstein, this is arguably a 
very narrow interpretation of sophont rights. That said, I fully agree with Manderscheid J 
that another category of not-humans, ghosts, do not have standing to pursue litigation in 
the Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench: VWW v Wasylyshen, 2013 ABQB 327 at paras 57-
63, leave denied 2014 ABCA 121.” 
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—      Master Sandra Schulz of the Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench, striking out 
nonsensical Organized Pseudolegal Commercial Argument (OPCA) claims against the 
CRA in Pomerleau v. Canada, 2017 ABQB 123, footnote 1 to para. 78, commenting on 
the plaintiff calling himself a “Human Being in Full Legal Capacity”. 
quoted in David M. Sherman's GST & HST Times, Supplement to Canada GST Service 
Release No. 328P — March 2017 
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